About the walk audit: Pacific Grove has received TMC Measure X funding for safety improvements of the five-way intersection of the Hwy 68 Sunset Dr Corridor, Congress Ave, and Cedar Street. This walk audit will help you think about and provide input on how these roads and surrounding environment impact how it feels to walk, bike, roll, take transit, and drive in the area to as the City works to improve safety and access for everyone. This is also an opportunity to think broadly about the Sunset Drive Corridor and your vision for the rest of the Measure X project. **Each individual will fill out an independent worksheet and is encouraged to take photos/videos to share with us.**
How was your walk? Share your thoughts with us below!

Part #1: Evaluation

1. How do you feel walking in this area? Why? Use adjectives to describe your experience:

2. What do you like about this area? What do you want to make sure gets preserved with changes over time?

3. What issues do you observe? Considering the two schools in close proximity, think particularly from the perspective of children and youth.

Part #2: Opportunities

1. List three things that could be done to make the five way intersection and approach on Sunset Drive safe and appealing for people walking:
   ○
   ○
   ○

2. If you could change anything about this broader corridor or area longer term, what three changes would you make to have the biggest impact for safety at the intersection, surrounding areas and your community at-large? Think broadly about the full Sunset Drive corridor and other opportunities through the TAMC Measure X project.
   ○
   ○
   ○

Name (optional) _________________________ Affiliation/Title (optional): _________________________

Date/time (required): _________________________

Join us for Workshop Session #2!
When: November 10th at 5:15 pm | Where: 515 Junipero Avenue (Pacific Grove Community Center)

REMINDER: Workshop session #2 will focus on discussing what we experience in this walk audit and have a dialogue about some ideas and solutions to consider.